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SmartDV Provides Broad Portfolio of Memory Modeling, Design and Verification
Solutions
Supports Wide Range of Memory Types Including DDR, LPDDR, GDDR, Flash, HBM,
ONFI, TCAM, Non-Volatile
SAN JOSE, CALIF. –– September 14, 2021 –– SmartDV™ Technologies, the
leader in Design and Verification Intellectual Property (IP), today unveiled its broad
portfolio of memory Design and Verification solutions including Memory Models,
Verification IP and Design IP available for most memory types and derivatives.
“Memories are ubiquitous in system design and the ability to efficiently model,
design and verify them is critical,” states Deepak Kumar Tala, SmartDV’s managing
director. “SmartDV invests heavily in supporting all three of these memory-targeted
solutions and a reason why our relationships with the largest memory vendors are our
priority. They are built on our expertise and customer support, helping us maintain our
ability to offer a large selection of Memory Models, Design IP and Verification IP.”
The SmartDV portfolio provides memory controller Design IP for all derivatives of
DDR, LPDDR and Flash and supports the DDR PHY Interface (DFI) specification.

Memory models and Verification IP are available for DDR, GDDR, ONFI, TCAM,
FLASH, HBM, non-volatile memories and DIMM, and others.
SmartDV offers its memory models complete with a Memory Verification IP suite
that incorporates the Controller Verification IP agent and Memory Model with its slave
interface. The SmartDV Controller Verification IP agent helps verify an actual memory
DUT and the SmartDV Memory Model helps verifying a Memory Controller DUT.
Its SmartCompiler generates Memory Models by using the memory part number
as input, ensuring delivery of memory model to fit the exact requirement of the
development flow.
SmartDV memory models support most methodology and language
environments, such as SystemVerilog, VMM, OVM, UVM, SystemC, Verilog and
Specman.
Availability and Pricing
The SmartDV Memory Model portfolio is available now.
Pricing is available upon request.
Email requests for more information should be sent to sales@Smart-DV.com.
About SmartDV
SmartDV™ Technologies offers the largest portfolio of Design and Verification
Intellectual Property (IP) used by more than 200 customers worldwide, including seven
of the top 10 semiconductor companies and four of the largest consumer electronics
companies. It supports market segments and protocols as diverse as mobile and 5G,
networking and SoC, automotive and serial bus, storage, video and defense and
aerospace. With more than 800 products in its portfolio, SmartDV covers the design

flow with Design IP and Verification IP for use in simulation, emulation, formal and postsilicon validation and memory modeling. SmartDV has the best customer service with
more than 250 experienced ASIC and SoC design and verification engineers, a global
footprint and local sales offices. Its technical support is available 24 hours a day seven
days a week. SmartDV is headquartered in Bangalore, India, with U.S. headquarters in
San Jose, Calif.
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